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Sarah Muench, Director
Elm Grove Public Library
13600 Juneau Boulevard
Elm Grove, Wisconsin 53122
Re: Strategic Facilities Assessment
Dear Director Muench,
Engberg Anderson is pleased to present our qualifications for the Strategic Facilities Assessment of the
Elm Grove Public Library. These types of planning projects and subsequent building projects have been the
essence of our practice throughout the Midwest throughout our 34 year history. With over 84 completed
library projects, and over 200 library planning projects overall, we have the objectivity and the range of
experience to help you arrive at the best solution for your project. Achieving a long-term planning solution
that best serves the users of the Elm Grove Public Library for the next 20 years and beyond will be the
product of our close interaction with the library in a process that emphasizes:
• Service-first approach: Our analysis, program statements, and designs, though lively, inviting and

•

•
•

•

aesthetically varied, are all premised on careful consideration of emerging service patterns. Each
element has a defined function that guides the placement and selection of open space, seating,
collection, service points and queuing. Any assessment of long-term performance, be it renovation or
expansion, begins with a support for quality service.
User-focused environments: Attractive individual and group spaces support a wide range of active and
passive uses. Various user preferences help establish ownership and repeat visits for larger segments of
the constituencies within the broader community. Our designs have been recognized by library, design
and community organizations throughout the Midwest.
Adaptability: Future-friendly, accessible technology, mobile furnishings and scalable planning allow the
library to embrace ongoing changes in service delivery with minimal effort and expense.
Transformative library experiences: Our innovative Youth Services area at Barrington Area (IL) Library
explores interactive learning and the role of “Play in the Library.” Our new Teen Center and “Forge” (a
maker space) at Menomonee Falls Public Library have greatly expanded their youth service offerings.
Inspiring spaces: Libraries are the most used of all public buildings, and we work to create
environments that are expressive and supportive of a library’s evolving mission, and the communities
they serve. Our Eastern Avenue Branch for Davenport (IA) was cited as a Future Landmark Library by
PLA for its role as a true community hub.
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• Long-term value: We consistently incorporate the principles of institutional stewardship into our

practice, all without compromise to budget or function. Major renovations and expansions have
manipulated space to increase staff effectiveness and support evolving service models.
• Analytical planning: We have a feasibility process that looks at the comparative performance of
multiple concepts to ensure the long-term return on the community’s investment.
• Successful funding strategies: Be it public referenda, grants, major donations or broad fundraising
campaigns, we have a process that builds on national and local traditions, knowledge and talents.
• Collaboration: Our incremental, iterative process allows the development and comparison of wellthought-out master plan alternatives that embody the service concepts most relevant to Elm Grove.
We test the individual merits and potential synergies of each concept, and weigh the long-term service
and aesthetic impact to be sure that you get the improvements you need and want.
This approach is a starting point. Together, we can tailor this process to meet your specific needs. We
commit to the collaborative sharing of experience and process to achieve your vision for your community
and its library. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss your project, the process, and any other
aspect of this proposal further and look forward to the opportunity to work with you and your team.
Thank you for your consideration.

William Robison, AIA
Partner
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Who We Are
Engberg Anderson, Inc was founded in 1987 and has been an active
corporation for over 30 years. Our 40+ person firm of six partners, six
principals, and professional staff bring together diverse architectural, interior
design, and planning experience. From sensitive historic preservation projects
to complex public and private community projects of a highly technical
nature, we collaborate with clients to help them achieve their goals with
inspired work that supports activities and institutions at the heart of a vibrant
community.

Libraries that Adapt
As culture continues to change, so must the services a library provides.
As demand for information continues to grow, a library must meet those
demands. Future-friendly, accessible technology, mobile furnishings, and
scalable planning allow the library to embrace ongoing changes in service
delivery with minimal disruption and expense. Our team’s planning approach
considers spatial and technology adaptability the heart of successful library
design. We are firm believers in the power of libraries to shape lives and
appreciate the role of design in creating a transformative space.

A Full Range of Library Architecture, Planning and Design Services

Libraries that Inspire
Connecting people to staff, outside experts, and fellow citizens is the essence
of the modern library. These links can be ideas, interaction, content creation,
collaboration, education, recreation, or inspiration. Good facility design
fosters all these activities. We believe buildings shape behavior. Open,
engaging, and comfortable spaces with connections to the surrounding
neighborhoods increase participation and user satisfaction. Environment and
service are connected elements in defining a user’s library experience.

Capital Improvement Plans
Master Planning
Site Evaluation
Site Planning
Feasibility Assessments
Space Planning

Programming
Building Design
Interior Design
Sustainable Design
Zoning & Code Analysis
ADA Compliance

PARTNERS
Bill Robison, AIA , LEED AP
Alexandra Ramsey, AIA
Joe Huberty, AIA , LEED AP
Bill Williams , AIA , LEED AP
Mark Ernst , AIA , LEED AP
Eric Ponto
PRINCIPALS
Sarah
Ponto,AIA
NCIDQ
Jim Brown,
Jim
Brown,
AIA
Shaun Kelly, AIA, LEED AP
Shaun
Kelly,
AIA, LEED
Timothy
Wolosz,
AssocAP
AIA
Timothy
Wolosz,
Assoc
AIA
Felipe Ornelas, Assoc AIA
Felipe
Ornelas, Assoc AIA
Jeff Hanewall
Jeff
Hanewall
Sarah Ponto, NCIDQ
WEBSITE
www.engberganderson.com

Historic Preservation
Fundraising Assistance
Construction
Administration

LOCATIONS
Milwaukee
320 E Buffalo St. Ste. 500
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 944-9000
Madison
305 W Washington Ave
Madison, WI 53703
(608) 250-0100

A Smart Building + A Smart Community
A sustainable facility creates a smart community. Regardless of particular use,
every building should be a wholly integrated project that optimally serves the
client and the community. The art of building green lies not in the number
of rooftop solar panels or LED light fixtures a building contains but rather in
the ability to derive multiple benefits from one solution, including efficiency,
patron comfort, and seamless integration. Green building is a successful
blend of technology, environmental sensitivity, and financial resources with
architectural planning and design.

Chicago
8618 W Catalpa Ave. Suite 1116
Chicago, IL 60656
(847) 704-1300
Tucson
177 North Church Ave., # 601
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 882-6900
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Strategic Library Planning Services
Engberg Anderson offers a wide range of library planning services designed to allow our clients to use
their facilities to their fullest potential in support of service to their mission. Developed as a series of
focused evaluations, our process allows libraries to select the appropriate answer to critical questions,
or combine them into a holistic Facilities Master Plan. Those key questions to answer are: What do we
need? What do we have? and How do we best bridge the gap?

NEEDS
STATEMENT

EXISITING
LIBRARY
ASSESMENT

STRATEGIC
FACILITY
OPTIONS

How much space
do we need
to provide the
necessary services
to the anticipated
population?

How close does
the exisiting quality
of space come to
meeting the need?

What option offers
the best balance
of peformance and
affordability?

RENOVATION
EXPANSION
RELOCATION
BUILDING
CONVERSION

Note: While our library planning process is often used to evaluate the potential need to move, expand, or even to identify the
need to branch locations, we understand in the case of EGPL that the focus is on the optimal reallocation and use of the space
available. How can we make the most, and best use of the existing library?

WHAT DO WE NEED?
A Needs Assessment is developed to prepare an accurate estimate of the number of square feet needed
to meet the service needs of the population served. It requires an understanding of the library’s role in
the community; the number of people being served, as well as their ages, educational experience, and
learning needs; and a review of the continuing changes in the nature of library service, and how those are
currently or anticipated to be relevant in the community. We propose a series of workshops to address
these questions.
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TASK 1 | Needs Statement
• Review the documentation used by the library to develop its
Mission Statement and Strategic Plan.
• Interview key staff and board members to more fully
understand the state of service in the area and expectations
related to service goals established in the Strategic Plan,
the economic and political context of the planning, and the
broader vision of the position of the library within the fabric of
the community.
• Use established state, regional and national benchmarks, as
well as peer libraries, to establish a framework for determining
overall needs. Those benchmarks and peer groups will include
neighbors, regional libraries, and a group of peers the library
sees as relevant examples of the types of service it wants to
provide.
• Review library performance measures over the past 5-year
and 10-year periods to identify patterns in use of the library’s
services.
• Review the projected service population of the library and
its expected shifts in the next 5, 10, 15 and 20 years. These
projections will be discussed with local planning agencies
to understand the underlying demographic structure of the
community.
• Conduct meetings with staff and trustees to discuss the
applicability of emerging trends in library services in the
community.
• Develop area projections related to your Strategic Plan for
review. This projection will include spaces for collections,
active learning, group and individual activity or study,
assembly (meetings, programs, or other large group gathering)
and staff space.
• Refinements will be incorporated into the revised Needs
Assessment.
• Present the findings to the Board of Trustees.
At the completion of this step, the library will have a clear
understanding of the space needed to provide necessary, identified
services to the anticipated population, and to meet its mission.
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WHAT DO WE HAVE?
Building assessments are normally divided into two components.
The first is an evaluation of existing space, identifying effective
and underachieving spaces along with recommendations
for possible re-purposing. The second is a review of the
physical condition of the facility including interior and exterior
construction and furnishings. The two combined give the best
picture of the opportunities and challenges of the existing facility.
TASK 2| Building Effectiveness Assessment
In this step we will quantify, observe and diagram the existing
layout, condition, character and effectiveness of the library
building including:
• User Experience, Navigation and Self-help
• Accessibility and Potential Barriers to patron and staff
experience
• Service Points, Supervision and Security
• Staff Efficiency & Workflow
• Technology, including computer access, AV and presentation,
and support for user-supplied devices
• Acoustics & Lighting
• Structural Flexibility
• Under and Over Utilization of Space
• Suitability for Current and Anticipated Uses

TASK 3 | Conceptual Options
The process to identify and define the most suitable options
progresses through three phases: explore, test, and detail. Each
phase will focus on the specific issues at hand, and incorporate
critical feedback from the core planning team. A collaborative
workshop will take maximum advantage of the creativity
and knowledge of the assembled stakeholders, help ensure
a clear understanding of the various design options, and an
understanding of the benefits to be derived from each.

HOW DO WE BEST BRIDGE THE GAP?
The exploration of strategic facilities options is defined by the
result of the Needs Assessment and any supplied knowledge
of building condition or planned upgrades. This step typically
includes one or more on-site workshops with various
stakeholders to sort through various approaches to the need.
Common responses to the process may include renovation
options, expansion options, remote service point options such
as vending machines, and pick-up lockers, or a combination of
strategies.

EXPLORE
The intent in a workshop is to foster a collaborative space
where participants are comfortable expressing their thoughts,
aspirations, and concerns without restraint. An attempt is made
to find and test as many options as possible, tossing out those
less feasible and beginning to focus design direction on the most
viable. Toward the end of the process, participants will be asked
to rate the options and identify the preferred group of options
deemed most viable and suitable for further investigation. At
the end of the workshop we typically reconvene with the core
planning Team to discuss what was heard through the course of
the workshop(s) and confirm the direction and options to refine.
TEST
Options identified as most viable will be developed for more
detailed review. We will prepare conceptual building plans
for these preferred options. Each concept will have worthy
components that are identified and analyzed for their potential.
Similar to the Building Effectiveness Assessment above, concept
designs will be compared to the goals and objectives previously
identified. Key issues to be discussed include:
• Connectivity and circulation
• Functional requirements of program elements
• Flexibility and adaptability
• Staff efficiency, workflow and service points
• Design innovation
• Sustainability
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As part of our facility review, we will also engage in a discussion
with Village leaders and staff about the potential availability of
space in the larger Village Hall complex to determine whether
efficiencies might be achieved which could create space that
might be of use to the library. While this step does not include
a full or in-depth analysis of space outside the library footprint
to the level requested for the Library, it is meant to be a cursory
look at flexibility and opportunities that may exist to maximize
space if needed for library expansion.

2. PROJECT UNDERSTANDING + APPROACH

DETAIL
The design concept ultimately selected will likely be a
conglomeration of the best of all options previously explored. An
additional layer of detail will be added to the plans. Furnishings
will be tested to confirm the program fit.
Deliverables for this phase include:
• Preliminary site plan including site circulation and amenities, if
any have been affected by proposed plan options
• Preliminary floor plan and interior concepts, including
furnishings and lighting concepts
• Preliminary renderings to convey the design intent of interior
spaces and any potential impact on the building exterior
• A project narrative, including thoughts on the sequence of
implementation in the case of a multi-phased project, if needed
• All collected data, design options and process information will
be included in an addendum
TASK 4 | Design Report
The design team will submit a draft report to the board for
review and approval. The concept will be adjusted as needed
to meet all service, quality and functional goals and once
approved will set the requirements for the completed project. A
presentation to the Library Director and Board will be completed,
and the report provided in both print and digital format, as
well as a PowerPoint for use in further presentation to elected
officials or for fundraising purposes
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SCHEDULE
We propose a series of three to four workshops to accomplish
the tasks described above. Each workshop include separate
meetings with the core planning team, other identified library
staff, and, at key points as needed, the Board. A final trip will
include delivery of the design report and presentation as noted
above. The schedule for these workshops, while typically 2-3
weeks apart, will be set in consultation with the Library Director
and key participants to work with staff schedules and Board
meeting timelines to maximize participation. The typical process
will run from 12-15 weeks, inclusive of final presentation.

Architectural Services for Strategic Library Planning Services for
Elm Grove Public Library will be completed for a Not to Exceed
fee of $18,750.00. Should the efforts required of this project be
completed in less time than anticipated, any savings will accrue
to the Library and Village.

Time & Materials Rate Schedule
The following are standard EA hourly rates that will apply to any
requested and approved additional services.
Category

Hourly rate

Partner

$170

Principal

$125

Fee includes all services described in this response to RFP,
included listed meetings and presentations, drawings and
renderings, FFE inventory and planning, and Final Report.

Project Team Leader

$115

Project Architect

$110

Project Designer

$105

Not included in our fees:
• Engineering services for Structural, Mechanical, Electrical or
Plumbing for review of existing building systems.
• Field measurement and creation of CAD base drawings if no
existing drawings of the building are available. (CAD files
created from existing paper drawings will be included).
• Any Public workshops or presentations

Project Production

$95

Senior Interior Designer

$125

Interior Designer

$95

Administrative/Graphics

$75

Reimbursable Expenses
Our reimbursable expenses, billed at our costs, will include
project related postage, architectural prints, photocopies, and
final report production. We anticipate these costs to be no
more than $425.00, assuming no more than 5 copies of the final
report. These expenses are allocated as follows:
• 8-10 trips to Elm Grove ($12.50 each)
• 5 Final Planning Reports with PDF copy ($50 each)
• Miscellaneous printing and postage
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Costs and Fee Structure

2. PROJECT UNDERSTANDING + APPROACH
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Team Capabilities
On the following pages, we have provided detailed resumes of experience, credentials
and capabilities for each team member. >>>

Key Personnel | Team Roles
Bill Robison | Partner-in-Charge
15% of Project Time + Participation in All Stakeholder Meetings
As Partner-in-Charge, Bill will actively participate in and direct the design process. Along
with project related administrative duties, he will attend all major meetings with the
staff and lead any community presentations. The ultimate responsibility for a successful
project lies with him, and he will be an active leader throughout the entire project.
Eric Blowers | Project Manager
65% of Project Time
As Team Leader/Project Manager, Eric will be the primary contact person throughout
all phases of the project. In this important role, he will lead all meetings and coordinate
communications between the project team, consultants and stakeholder representatives.
He will direct day-to-day administration services during the planning, design and
construction phases of the project.

3. PERSONNEL

Personnel
Team Organizational Chart

ELM GROVE PUBLIC LIBRARY
ARCHITECTURE | PROJECT MANAGEMENT | DESIGN

Engberg Anderson Architects
Bill Robison, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
Partner-in-Charge
Eric Blowers
Architectural Designer | Project Manager
Sarah Ponto, NCIDQ
Principal | Interior Designer

Sarah Ponto | Interior Designer
20% of Project Time
As Interior Designer, Sarah will be an integral member of the design team from
preliminary design through installation of finishes and furnishings. Her responsibilities
include space planning assistance, selection of interior finish materials, interior signage
selection, custom millwork design and the selection and specification of furnishings and
other equipment.
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3. PERSONNEL

Bill Robison
AIA | LEED AP | NCARB | PARTNER IN CHARGE

Bill Robison joined Engberg Anderson in 1990 because he believed that the firm offered him the greatest opportunities
for design creativity and professional growth. Having worked on a wide variety of projects in both design and project
management, he has had the opportunity to deliver award-winning designs for his clients. His experience includes
corporate and retail clients, religious, hospice and community buildings, with a specific focus on public libraries. His
a�tude and approach have enabled the firm to sustain strong client relationships, and retain and develop a talented staff.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Master of Architecture, 1990
Bachelor of Science - Architectural
Studies, 1988
REGISTRATIONS
Registered Architect: WI, OH, MI, IL
ACTIVITIES/AFFILIATIONS
National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards (NCARB)
Certiﬁed, 2009
LEED Accredited Professional
LEED
American Institute of
Architects, Member
Wauwatosa Village BID
Board of Directors
RECOGNITION
American Institute of Architects
Henry Adams Medal for Excellence
in Architecture, 1990
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Waukesha Public Library, WI
First Floor Renovation Master Plan
Renovation master plan for 36,000 square feet at the
first level of the library.
Teen’s Space + The Forge
10,000 sf renovation including maker space
Children’s Department
5,000 sf addition to the Children’s Department
Menomonee Falls Public Library, WI
Creation of new Teen Center, relocation of local history
and staff spaces, and improved tech lounge and
maker lab, along with future upgrades to Children’s
department and Story Room, and finish and furniture
upgrades to 53,000 sf library.
Appleton Public Library, WI
Engberg Anderson Architects provided services from
programming and schematic design to site analysis
and selection for early studies of a stand-alone central
library.
Marathon County Public Library System, Wausau, WI
System-wide Master Plan and implementation for
renovation of central library, including expanded
teen space, technology areas and maker space, along
with ADA and other needed improvements, and
improvements at each branch.
Musser Library, Muscatine, IA
Multiple studies for new 56,000 sf library.

Cedarburg Public Library, Cedarburg, WI
Programming and design options for multiple sites for
the library, resulting in selection and a new library.
Gillett Public Library, Gillett, WI
Schematic design study with cost estimate to renovate
the existing 5,000 sf library and plan for a 3,000 sf
addition.
Oak Creek Public Library + City Hall, WI
Planning and selection of all furnishings and
equipment for 65,000 sf mixed-use facility.
West Bend Community Memorial Library, WI
Renovation + expansion feasibility studies expanding
current library from 30,000 sf to 74,000 sf.
Winfield Public Library, Winfield, IL
Study for replacement 28,000 sf library facility on
existing site.
Beloit Public Library, Beloit, WI
Relocation of library to a former JC Penney store. The
63,000 sf space contains all public functions, along
with space for expansion or an interim tenant within
the first level, and staff spaces on the building’s partial
second level.
Frank L. Weyenberg Library of Mequon-Thiensville, WI
Addition & Renovation
18,000 sf addition and 12,000 sf renovation.
Circulation Remodeling and ongoing projects
Ongoing space planning and reorganization of the
library

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Eric Blowers has a keen eye for detail and a deep passion for serving others through though�ul design. His broad range
of project experience and leadership includes churches, libraries, corporate office spaces, multi-use event centers,
and multifamily housing developments. Eric is fueled by the complexities of design and the various fields of study that
culminate in buildings and spaces that meet the client’s needs and lift the human spirit.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION
Judson University
Masters of Architecture 2015
Judson University
Bachelor of Arts - Architecture
2013

McMillan Memorial Library, Wisconsin Rapids, WI
A 11,500 sf renovation of adult services within an
existing library.
Waukesha Public Library, WI
Renovation masterplan for 36,000 square feet at the
first level of the library.
Neenah Public Library, WI
Interior Space Planning Analysis and Conceptual Design
Menomonee Falls Public Library, WI
Interior Space Planning Analysis and Conceptual Design
UW Milwaukee Golda Meir Archives & Special
Collections
Assessment, planning, and design for the interior
renovation of the 12,800 sf Special Collections storage
space, Reading Room, staff workspace and Gallery
Talcott Free Library, Rockton, IL
Renovation and expansion of a 12,000 sf library to
14,000 sf.
Mukwonago Community Library, WI
Space Needs Assessment and Renovation/Expansion
Study for 36,750 sf library.
Marathon County Public Library, WI
System-wide Master Plan and design for renovation of
the central library and 8 branches.
Palatine Public Library, IL
Strategic Facility Plan to study transformation options
for a 100,000 sf library and two branch facilities.

Ripon Public Library, WI
Facility Condition Report, Space Needs Analysis and
Concept Designs for potential renovation
Joliet Public Library, IL
Renovation of a Burnham Building library
Door County Archive, Sturgeon Bay, WI
Renovation of existing 22,000 sf furniture store to
house a consolidated Archive and Comumnity space.
UW Green Bay- Cofrin Library
Facility condition analysis, programming and concept
design for a 163,000 sf, nine story mixed use building
including the 89,200 sf library. Cofrin is being
reimagined as northeast Wisconsin’s regional hub
of research, collaborative learning, and partnership.
It offers technology, workspace, and staff expertise
to support students, faculty, industry, business and
community leader’s economic development and
academic advancement.
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3. PERSONNEL

Eric Blowers

3. PERSONNEL

Sarah Ponto
NCIDQ | PRINCIPAL | SENIOR INTERIOR DESIGNER

Sarah’s award-winning interior design is about balancing cost efficiency and comfort to the living environment. As our
senior interior designer, Sarah has had a hand in designing the interiors of the majority of our residential work. Working
alongside the architects, our holistic process integrates interiors from the beginning. With a combination of creativity
and practicality, Sarah fuses color, texture, lighting, finishes and furniture in inspiring ways, creating unique, aestheticallypleasing interiors with an emphasis on simplicity, flexibility, sustainability and function.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION
UW-Madison, B.S. | Interior Design, 1991
REGISTRATIONS
National Council for Interior Design
Qualiﬁcation, 2002
AWARDS/RECOGNITION
Historic Garfield + Griot | ABHM
Daily Reporter Top Projects Award;
Business Journal Real Estate Award;
Mayor’s Design Award
The North End
Daily Reporter Top Projects Award;
WCREW Impact Ingenuity Award
Gail Borden Public Library | Rakow
American Libraries’ Design Showcase,
Midwest Construction, Award of Merit
Waukesha Public Library | Children’s
WI -ASID Educational/Institutional
Platinum Design Award;
Midwest Construction Award of Merit;
American Libraries’ Design Showcase
Milwaukee Public Library | Villard
Daily Reporter Top Projects Award;
MANDI Award
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Barrington Area Library, Barrington, IL
Strategic renovations to modify aging collectioncentered facility into a Destination Library with activityfocused spaces
Neenah Public Library, Neenah, WI
Space Planning and Conceptual Design
Reddick Public Library, Ottawa, IL
Transformative renovation of existing 20,500 sf library
Waukesha Public Library, WI
First Floor Renovation Master Plan
Renovation master plan for 36,000 square feet at the
first level of the library.
Teen’s Space + The Forge
10,000 sf renovation including maker space
Children’s Department
5,000 sf addition to the Children’s Department
Appleton Public Library, Appleton, WI
Programming and pre-funding schematic study.
Roanoke City Branch Libraries, Roanoke, VA
Williamson Road Branch Library
Programming, renovation and expansion of a 9,000 sf
library to 11,000 sf.
Melrose Branch Library
Programming and design of a 13,000 sf branch library
within an existing retail building.

Helen Plum Public Library, Lombard, IL
Strategic Facility Plan focused on defining strategically
viable solutions that served both the Library and the
neighboring Park District.
Joliet Public Library, Joliet, IL
Master plan for the renovation of the restore the
original historic building, provide access to new Library
services, house the expanded local history area, and
modernize buildings systems seamlessly into the
existing design.
Oak Creek Public Library, Oak Creek, WI
Planning and selection of all furnishings and
equipment for 65,000 sf combined facility.
Palos Heights Public Library, Palos Heights, IL
Expansion and remodeling of 11,400 sf library to
25,000 sf.
Milwaukee Public Library System, Milwaukee, WI
Villard Library
New 12,400 sf neighborhood branch library.
Tippecanoe Library
14,000 sf interior remodel of existing library
Cary Area Library, Cary, IL
Interior Renovation
Renovation to reposition collections, create clear
pathways, and add a centralized Market Place and study
rooms

References

SIMILAR PUBLIC LIBRARY PROJECTS

FEATURED STUDIES

Jacqueline Rammer, Director
W156 N8436 Pilgrim Road
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
262-532-8931
JRammer@menomonee-falls.org
Bridges Library System

OTHER PLANNING
STUDIES

Karol Kennedy, Director
(former Menomonee Falls Public
Library Director)
W156 N8436 Pilgrim Road
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
262-896-8081
kkennedy@bridgeslibrarysystem.org
COMPLETED
PROJECTS FROM
PRIOR PLANNING
STUDIES

EVENTUAL
PROJECT COST

Menomonee Falls Public Library

LIBRARY

COMPLETE

Bruce Gay, Director
321 Wisconsin Ave
Waukesha, WI 53186
262-524-3681
bgay@waukesha-wi.gov

SIZE IN 1,000 SF

Waukesha Public Library

Memonee Falls Public Library | Master Plan Teens + Children’s Services, Wisconsin

11

2020

$3,000,000

Waukesha Public Library | First Floor Master Plan, Wisconsin

33

2019

$3,700,000

McMillan Public Library, Wisconsin

12

2019

$1,500,000

Newport News Libraries, Virginia

40

2020

Talcott Free Library District, Illionis

15

2020

$2,500,000

Joliet Public Library, Illinios

55

2019

$8,500,000

Marion Public Library, Illinios

50

2019

$17,600,000

Peoria Public Library, Arizona

59

2019

Neenah Public Library, Wisconsin

54

2018

Helen Plum Public Library, Illinois

50

2017

Marathon County Public Library | Wausau Headquarters, Wisconsin

86

2015

Appleton Public Library, Wisconsin

140

2014

Waukesha Public Library | Children’s Area, Wisconsin

18

2010

$1,800,000

Melrose Branch | Roanoke City Libraries, Virginia

13

2019

$3,500,000

Tippecanoe Branch | Milwaukee Public Library, Wisconsin

14

2015

$2,085,000

Williamson Road Branch | Roanoke City Libraries, Virginia

10

2016

$ 3,356,000

Reddick Public Library, Illinois

21

2014

$2,040,000

Lemont Public Library, Illinois

24

2016

$2,893,000

Homer Township Public Library, Illinois

22

2014

$4,750,000

Cedarburg Public Library, Wisconsin

22

2014

$6,634,000

$18,300,000
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TEEN / OFFICE AREAS - OPTION 1
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"
Engberg Anderson Project No. 182880

MILWAUKEE | MADISON | TUCSON | CHICAGO

MENOMONEE
FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY
First Floor Children’s Area Plan
PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 3/64" = 1'-0"

Engberg Anderson Project No. 182880
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Menomonee Falls Public Library | Master Plan - Teen and Children’s Services
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
The Menomonee Falls Public Library, which opened 16
years ago, had adapted to accommodate the original
building’s design shortcomings. A lack of space designed
explicitly for teens was a significant deficiency and
hampered staff efforts to serve the community. After an
assessment and review of staff and community needs,
the team devised a solution. By relocating staff space and
the local history collection, a vibrant new Teen Zone was
created. Now patrons have rooms for study, collaboration,
socialization, and, yes, gaming. Additionally, the new
space plan allowed the Teen Zone to open directly into an
existing vending area, recognizing its most frequent users.

As the library continues to plan for the future, adjacent
to this new teen area is the Forge, a flexible, maker
environment. The Forge has easily reconfigurable
furnishings, ubiquitous power from pull-downs at the
ceiling, and ample storage for all the staff’s tools, tech, and
materials. The community is welcome to use and explore
their updated high-tech space, which is already immensely
popular with staff and patrons alike.
Master plan updates to the Children’s space include
expanding the programming space with an added operable
glass wall. Additional design improvements to the overall
function and multi-usability of space will assist the library’s
youngest users and their families. The second phase will be
implemented in 2022.

Status
Completed 2020

Size
10,800 sf

Construction Cost
$3 million est

Project Contact
Jaqueline Rammer, Director
262-896-8081
JRammer@menomonee-falls.org
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Waukesha Public Library | First Floor Master Plan
Waukesha, Wisconsin
Engberg Anderson developed a space plan for the most efficient utilization and
modernization of the Library’s current first floor. Planning and detailed cost estimates
for the complete renovation take into account final design and updating both the
interior and exterior structure, building systems, and interior. The new design updates
WPL’s facility into a more technologically functional and flexible environment, triples
the exisitng meeting room size, and adds several meeting spaces. The originial
Carnegie space is also being transformed into a local history room. All of these updates
are within the building’s originial footprint.
Status

Construction Costs

Study Completed 2020

$3.7 million est.

In Construction

Project Contact

Size

Bruce Gay, Library Director
262-524-3681 | bgay@waukesha-wi.gov

33,242 sf

CFA

CFA

CFA

CFA

.

.
UP
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McMillan Memorial Library | Adult Room
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
Engberg Anderson is working wtih McMillan Memorial Library to reprogram its
Adult Room. The new design is expected to have a maker space, quiet room,
multiple meeting rooms, staff service desk, and the adult print collection. The
result of this project will include a space needs analysis for the Adult Room,
concept design plans and renderings, and a schedule with implementation
recommendations.

Status
Study Completed 2019

Size
11,500 sf

Estimated Cost

$1,500,000 Adult
Room

Project Contact
Andy Barnett, Director
abarnett@mcmillanlibrary.org
(715) 422-5128   
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